Beginning in fall 2010 certain programs primarily involving Public Health will be changing from the School of Public and Environmental Affairs to the School of Medicine. Eventually these programs will form the core of the IUPUI School of Public Health which is under development. As a consequence of this change the courses listed below currently taught by SPEA will be moving to Medicine and be re-designated with the department code PBHL. Course descriptions, numbers, credit hours and other details of the courses are not changing in this transition. Just the department and in some cases the letter designation are changing.

As with any course remonstrance process if you wish to express any reservations or objections to these moves you should follow the remonstrance process outlined on the remonstrance web site.

For course descriptions see. [https://www.iu.edu/~rgistra/course-descriptions/index.php](https://www.iu.edu/~rgistra/course-descriptions/index.php)

**Environmental Health Undergrad and Grad Courses (These courses will begin with PBHL-AXXX.)**

SPEA-H316  ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE
SPEA-H322  PRINCIPLES OF EPIDEMIOLOGY
SPEA-H416  ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH POLICY
SPEA-H423  DISEASE VECTOR CONTROL
SPEA-H428  FOOD SCIENCE & SANITATION
SPEA-H433  INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
SPEA-H459  ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE DATA ANALYSIS
SPEA-H460  TECHNIQUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & HEALTH
SPEA-H466  PUBLIC HEALTH FIELD EXPERIENCE

**Health Services Management Undergrad and Grad Courses (These courses will begin with PBHL-HXXX.)**

SPEA-H120  CONTEMPORARY HEALTH ISSUES
SPEA-H126  INTRODUCTION TO CAREERS IN HEALTH CARE
SPEA-H320  HEALTH SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION
SPEA-H352  HLTH FINANCE & BUDGETING
SPEA-H353  ADV HEALTH FINANCE & BUDGETING
SPEA-H354  HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS
SPEA-H365  HEALTH SERVICES PRACTICUM
SPEA-H401  STRATEGIC PLNG IN HEALTH ORG
SPEA-H411  CHRONIC & LONG-TERM CARE ADMIN
SPEA-H420  HEALTH POLICY
SPEA-H432  HEALTH CARE MARKETING
SPEA-H441  LEGAL ASPECTS OF HLTH CARE ADM
SPEA-H455  TOPICS IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
SPEA-H472  APPLIED HEALTH CARE ADMIN
SPEA-H474  HLTH ADMINISTRATION ETHICS SEM
SPHA-H501  U.S. HLTH CARE:SYS/POL/ETH CHL
SPHA-H507  MGMT OF INDIV & GROUP BEHAV
SPHA-H508  MNG HLTHCARE ACCT INFO DEC-MKG
SPHA-H509  FIN MGMT PRIN OF HEALTHCARE
SPHA-H514  HEALTH ECONOMICS
SPHA-H515  SEM IN HEALTH POLICY: SPEC TOP
SPHA-H516  HEALTH SERV DELIVERY & THE LAW
SPHA-H517  MANAGERIAL EPIDEMIOLOGY
SPHA-H518  STATIST METHODS FOR HLTH SVCS
SPHA-H521  MGMT SCI FOR HLTH SRVCS ADMIN
SPHA-H523  HLTH SERV HUMAN RESOURCES MGMT
SPHA-H606  HLTH SERV QUAL IMPRV/RISK MGMT
SPHA-H612  MARKETING HLTH SVCS DELIVERY
SPHA-H615  HLTHCARE OUTCOMES & DEC MAKING
SPHA-H623  HLTHCARE APPL OF STRATEGIC MGT
SPHA-H624  DEVELOPING STRAT CAPABILITY
SPHA-H628  HEALTHCARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SPHA-H702  INTERNSHIP IN HLTH SVCS MGMT
SPHA-H735  RESEARCH IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

- A letter of agreement was signed by Terry L. Baumer, Executive Associate Dean, SPEA and G. Marie Swanson, Professor and Chair, Dept of Public Health on March 3, 2010.